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Our Brand Handbook
Looking at the brand and how it works



An organisation should play 
to its strengths, reveal its 
personality and emphasise 
its sense of purpose.
Wally Ollins, Branding Expert
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To maintain consistency, the typical logo size for A4 and A5 
should measure 40mm in width (40%) and 35mm (35%) 
respectively. The smallest recommended size for the logo is 
20mm (20%).

Where possible, the preferred logo should appear in its full 
colour version as either Pantone, CMYK or RGB. Where legibility 
is compromised, or for single colour output, please use either 
the black or white version of the marque.

Logo Usage
The Physiological Society
Brand Guidelines

A4

A5

≥

Logo Construction 
and Exclusion Zone

 
Logo Formats

 
Logo Sizes

Full Colour
EPS file
JPG file
PNG file

Black
EPS file
JPG file
PNG file

White
EPS file
PNG file

40% = 40mm

35% = 35mm

20% = 20mm

The Physiological Society logo is set up to measure 100mm 
in width at 100% and should be scaled proportionally 
depending on size and format. Wherever possible, have an 
exclusion zone as illustrated below.
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Do not alter the colour

 
Do not distort the logo’s proportions

 
Do not modify the logo or any of its elements

 
Do not rotate the logo

The logo should not appear in any other colours 
other than the approved palette or as a special print 
process like foil blocking, if appropriate.

The logo should not be distorted in any way. Please 
always use the master logo artwork supplied. If 
you require any assistance then please contact 
[insert name]. 

The logo should not be modified in any way, shape 
or form. It should always be used as one unit and 
used as per the artwork files.

The logo should always be used in its horizontal 
format, or in a vertical format – but this should only 
be done in special circumstance and with 
permission from The Physiological Society.
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Top left Top right Bottom left Bottom right Logo positioning
Ideally, The Physiological Society’s logo should be positioned 
on the right, with the optimum position being bottom right. 
However, the brand allows for flexibility and may be 
positioned in any corner if it best suits the design of each 
piece of communication.

The margin around the logo should always be of equal 
measure, eg. if positioned top left on an A4 sheet the margins 
top and left would both be 10mm.
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Foundry Sterling Family
The Foundry Sterling font family should always be used 
for text. All body copy should be in the XXXX cut, unless 
it’s important to highlight key information, and then 
the heavier weights can be used.

Digital font
For any digital purposes please use Arial.

Foundry Sterling Light 

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
1234567890!@£$% &̂*()
Foundry Sterling Book

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
1234567890!@£$% &̂*()
Foundry Sterling Medium

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
1234567890!@£$% &̂*()
Foundry Sterling Demi

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
1234567890!@£$%^&*()
Foundry Sterling Bold

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
1234567890!@£$%^&*()
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PMS 5395 U
CMYK 100.44.0.76
RGB 0.39.76
HEX #00274C

PMS 2925 U
CMYK 85.21.0.0
RGB 0.152.219
HEX #0098DB

PMS Cool Grey 10 U
CMYK 0.0.0.60
RGB 112.114.119
HEX #707277

PMS 261 U
CMYK 63.99.9.45
RGB 90.36.90
HEX #5A245A

PMS 234 U
CMYK 6.100.0.26
RGB 175.0.110
HEX #Af006E

PMS 4515 U
CMYK 13.19.61.30
RGB 180.167.108
HEX #B4A76C

PMS 320 U
CMYK 100.0.30.2
RGB 0.154.166
HEX #009AA6

Primary Colour
Blue

Primary Colour
Cyan

Primary Colour
Grey

Primary Colour
Purple

Primary Colour
Red

Primary Colour
Gold

Primary Colour
Teal

Colour rules
The primary colour palette is made up of the Blue and Cyan 
of the logo. In addition there are five supporting colours to 
add flexibility. Black and white also play an important role in 
terms of space and typography. Increments of 20% tints for 
each colour can also be used to add flexibility.
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Living Things Science Up Close
 
Scientists

Photographic styles
Photography is a key element of The Physiological Society’s 
brand and should therefore emphasise the organisation’s sense 
of purpose and expertise. 

The chosen imagery should be impactful and promote interest 
– this can be achieved by the subject matter, depth of field or 
movement. 

There are three themes for photography to reflect various 
aspects of The Physiological Society’s work, these are:

Living Things
Showing the Science of Life in a context, how it helps athletes 
and how it enables us to understand the body’s function.

Science Up Close
Communicates the depths to which research is carried out from 
individual cells and molecules to tissue and bone structures.

Scientists
Illustrating the expertise and knowledge of the people and the 
work that goes into making the Society what it is.
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A4 Poster A5 Programme cover Theme names and identifiers

Theme name Abbreviation  Colur 
 
Cardiac  
& Respiratory Physiology   CR Cyan 60%
 
Cellular  
& Integrative Neuroscience  CI  Blue 100%
 
Epithelia  
& Membrane Transport EM  Purple 60%
 
Human &  
Exercise Physiology  HE Teal 100%
 
Metabolism  
& Endocrinology  ME  Gold 100%
 
Vascular & Smooth  
Muscle Physiology VS  Red 100%
 
Education  
& Teaching TE  Grey 40%
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The science of life
About The Physiological Society

The Physiological Society
Peer House
Verulam Street
London WC1X 8LZ
United Kingdom

Registered Charity No. 211585.  
Registered company in England 
and Wales No. 323575
020 7269 5710 
www.physoc.org

www.physoc.org

D
esigned and produced by tothepoint.co.uk

The people behind the science

Having used molecular biology to break a man down 
into his tiniest components – his genes, his proteins 
and all the other molecules – we need to understand 
how to put all those pieces back together again.  
This is precisely what physiology is about.
Professor Denis Noble, CBE FRS 

What are the benefits 
of membership?

Membership of The Physiological Society 
offers you access to the largest network 
of physiologists in Europe.

Join now to: 
Access science
•   New research from across the 

discipline is presented at our 
scientific meetings

•  Free online access to cutting-
edge research published in 
The Journal of Physiology and 
Experimental Physiology – 
both with growing impact factors

Access networks
•  The opportunity to 

attend Society events at  
a discounted rate 

•  Our Members’ website 
provides online networking 
opportunities and links to 
Member-specific initiatives

Support your career and 
physiology as a discipline
•  Grant funding for travel, 

attendance at scientific 
meetings and outreach projects

•   Training in specialist techniques

For more information on 
becoming part of our friendly, 
professional community, or to 
discuss membership options, 
please visit www.physoc.org 
or call 020 7269 5728

In addition to supporting  
those already in the physiology 
community, a key aim of  
The Physiological Society is 
to encourage the next generation 
of physiologists and raise the 
profile of the discipline among 
non-specialists. To help us 
achieve this goal, we also support 
our Members with funding 
schemes to get involved and 
organise outreach activities. 

present your own work and 
forge new collaborations with 
other Members. Our annual 
Main Meeting is now one of the 
biggest international physiological 
meetings in the calendar, 
attracting over 1000 scientists 
from around the world.

Members benefit from reduced 
registration rates for our 
events, free online access to 
The Physiological Society’s 
leading journals – The Journal 
of Physiology and Experimental 
Physiology – and travel grants to 
attend scientific meetings.

Our aim is to support physiology 
to ensure it remains at the 
forefront of biological and 
medical research. Whether 
you are established in your 
career or starting out in the 
field of physiology, we have a 
membership option for you. 

Be part of our growing 
membership of over 3000 and 
access unrivalled networking 
opportunities to develop and 
further your career in physiology. 
The Society’s events are a great 
way to keep up-to-date with 
research developments, 

The Physiological Society, The Science of Life

Networks
	
We	have	more	than	
3000	Members	in	
over	60	countries 

History 

The Physiological 
Society was  
founded in 1876

Excellence

Publishes
two leading
journals

Networks
	
We	have	more	than	
3000	Members	in	
over	60	countries 

History 

The Physiological 
Society was  
founded in 1876

Excellence

Publishes
two leading
journals

The science of life
Becoming a Member

The Physiological Society
Peer House
Verulam Street
London WC1X 8LZ
United Kingdom

Registered Charity No. 211585.  
Registered company in England 
and Wales No. 323575
020 7269 5710 
www.physoc.org

www.physoc.org

D
esigned and produced by tothepoint.co.uk

What our Members say

As a physiologist, my career has been mapped 
out almost entirely through conversations at 
scientific events. For me, the most important role 
of The Physiological Society is the meetings it 
organises. I urge you to join up, attend meetings and 
talk to people – you’ll be surprised by the outcome 
of such conversations. 
Member

The Physiological Society brings 
together over 3000 scientists 
from over 60 countries. Since 
its foundation in 1876, its 
Members have made significant 
contributions to our knowledge 
of biological systems and the 
treatment of disease.

The Society promotes physiology 
and supports those working in 
the field by organising world-class 
conferences, offering grants and by 
publishing the latest developments 
in its two leading scientific journals, 
The Journal of Physiology and 
Experimental Physiology.

The Society also runs events 
for the general public on how 
physiology relates to everyday 
life, and for students who may be 
considering physiology as a career.  

Membership is available for all 
career stages, from undergraduates 
to senior level scientists. For more 
information on this and all aspects 
of The Society, please go to  
www.physoc.org 

What is The Physiological Society?

Since The Society’s foundation, our 
membership has included more than 20 
Nobel Prize winners. From Ivan Pavlov 
to Andrew Huxley and Paul Nurse, the 
scientists who make up The Society 
both past and present have made many 
key discoveries, ranging from how our 
nervous system works, to the way in 
which our reflexes alter our behaviour 
and how our cells grow and divide.

What is physiology?

The study of how our cells, organs 
and muscles interact. It is an essential 
discipline which seeks to understand 
how the human body works.

Excellence
	
Publishes  
two leading  
journals 

History 

The Physiological 
Society was  
founded in 1876

Members

We have more than 
3000 Members  
in over 60 countries 

The Physiological Society, The Science of Life
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Pull up banners Pop up stand
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–

Name (RGB 0.152.219 | 11pt text)
Job Title (RGB 0.39.76 | 11pt text)
(Space)
The Physiological Society (RGB 0.152.219 | 11pt text)
Address Details line 1 (RGB 0.39.76 | 11pt text)
Address Details line 2 (RGB 0.39.76 | 11pt text)
Phone Number (RGB 0.39.76 | 11pt text)
Fax Number (RGB 0.39.76 | 11pt text)
Web Address (RGB 0.152.219 | 11pt text)

–

Clare Kingston
Head of Media and Communications

The Physiological Society
Peer House, Verulam Street 
London WC1X 8LZ, United Kingdom
T +44 (0) 20 7269 5710 
F +44 (0) 20 7269 5720 
www.physoc.org

Structure and Colouring

Structure and Colouring

How it should look
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